
Incubator Sensor Placement for the Lifeline Pet Supplies Puppy Kitten and Pet Incubator Icu and the 

Lifeline Pet Supplies Puppy Kitten Pet Incubator Icu with Digital Humidity System 

 

We are providing pictures in this pdf and descriptions for proper placement of the temperature sensor and humidity 

sensors (if Digital Humidity System is purchased). Please refer to the following instructions for proper placement. 

 

 The temperature sensor from the Multi-Display Temperature Controller should go into the right white grommet 

found on the back of the unit. You want to insert the sensor into the right white grommet when looking at the 

incubator from the back so that the silver part (probe) is inside the incubator. This grommet can act as a place 

holder so make sure all of the silver part is past the white (right side) grommet it is being inserted to.  

 

 If you are using the digital humidity system and controller this controller has 2 sensors. The first sensor is silver 

and looks identical to the temperature sensor being that it has a silver probe. This sensor can be placed into the 

white grommet on the left (when looking at the incubator from the back). It also acts as a place hold so make 

sure all of the silver part is past the white (left) grommet it is inserted to.  

 

 The other sensor on the digital humidity controller is the humidity sensor. This sensor has red, yellow, and black 

wires connected to it. The sensor should go into the black center grommet on the back of the unit which is 

located in the middle of the two white sensors. This may fit tightly and will either require a bit of pressure or you 

my disconnect the sensor by pulling the black rectangular end from the attached pin connection and attach from 

the inside (see picture below) There are dots on the end of the sensor which we recommend facing down 

toward the bottom of the incubator. The sensor should be pushed into the incubator ¾ of the way so that the 

dots or sensor measuring device is completely inside the incubator.  

 



The picture below shows the proper placement for the sensors for the Lifeline Pet Supplies 

Puppy Kitten Pet Incubator Icu with Digital Humidity System from the outside looking at the 

back of the incubator. If you have purchased the Lifeline Pet Supplies Puppy Kitten Pet 

Incubator Icu without the digital humidity system, you will only have the Temperature Sensor. 

Please make sure you are placing your sensors in the proper place to ensure the unit functions 

properly. 

 

The picture below shows the proper placement for the sensors for the Lifeline Pet Supplies Puppy 

Kitten Pet Incubator Icu with Digital Humidity System from the inside looking at the back wall of the 

incubator. If you have purchased the unit without the Digital Humidity System you will only have the 

Temperature Sensor. Please make sure you are placing your sensors in the proper place to ensure 

the unit functions properly. 

 


